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Kinetic transition in model proteins with a denatured native spinodal
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The relaxation kinetics of three-dimensional lattice model proteins with Go¯potential is studied. A kinetic
transition from an exponential behavior to a nonexponential one with a denatured native spinodal is charac-
terized. The transition temperaturesTk , obtained from simulations and a semiquantitative estimation, are found
to be the same. The change in free energy landscape during the transition is discussed microscopically by
studying the detailed folding processes of various paths. The connection ofTk with the foldability is also
studied by aZ-score-like quantityTf /Tk .
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Proteins move on a rough energy landscape resulting f
their heteropolymeric nature and their huge number of c
formations@1#. A thermodynamic folding transition from dis
ordered denatured states to an ordered native-dominated
occurs at temperatureTf @2#. BelowTf , the relaxation of the
system toward the native state on the landscape is com
and, thus, rich in physics. Recently, many studies h
shown the existence of nonexponential behavior@3–12#.
Such behavior is either suggested to relate to a glassy k
ics with freezing phenomenon@3–6#, kinetic traps@7#, or
argued to be a downhill folding kinetics@8–10#. Anyhow, a
kinetic transition of relaxation from an exponential form to
nonexponential one does exist. However, what kind of ex
scenario happens during the kinetic transition is still n
clear. The physical nature and microscopic mechanism of
kinetic transition need to be clarified. The underlying reas
of the change of folding kinetics may provide us some
sights into the mechanism of protein folding.

In this paper, we report a simulation study on the kine
transition and the relaxation of model proteins in a wi
temperature range belowTf . Some evidence is presented
show the existence of a denatured native spinodal at t
peratureTk . AboveTk , the system exhibits a coexistence
the flexible liquidlike denatured component and the rigid s
idlike native state. BelowTk , the metastable denatured com
ponent of the free energy landscape changes to an uns
one, and the whole free energy landscape becomes a s
funnel that makes the folding a downhill kinetics. The kine
transition from an exponential behavior to a nonexponen
one thus may be relevant to the spinodal rather than a g
transition due to the absence of freezing. This settles
nature of the kinetic transition, suggesting the important r
of the diffusive feature of the model proteins. The correlat
between aZ-score-like quantityTf /Tk and the folding time
is also studied, which shows the effect of the kinetic tran
tion on the folding of proteins.

In the landscape, at high temperature withT<Tf , the
main barrier, resulting from the conformational entropy, b
tween the denatured states and the native state is high
respect to the temperature@see Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. The two-
state barrier-crossing events induce an exponential kin
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behavior. Conversely, at low temperature, the barrier ma
results from the energetics of the protein@see Figs. 1~c! and
1~d!#. Thus, the relaxation is complex and shows a nonex
nential kinetic behavior due to nonuniform distribution
various energy barriers. Physically, there might be a tra
tion between these two kinetic behaviors at a tempera
Tk , and this transition is settled as the diminishing of t
effective barrier from conformational entropy@see Fig. 1~c!#.

Let us make a study of three-dimensional lattice mo
proteins with Gōpotential@13#, i.e., the native contacts with
the interactionsen are stronger than the non-native onesenn .
The model proteins with Go¯ potential are argued to be
minimally frustrated one@14# since in this model the inter
actions between monomers that form native contacts are
tractive. That is, after setting a native structure, the conta
defined as the native contacts are all assumed to have
same interaction potential withen , and the Gōpotential is
the main driving force for the folding of the model chain.
is noted that such a Go¯model has become popular in rece
years~see Ref.@15# for a review, and references therein!. The
Metropolis Monte Carlo~MC! algorithm @16# is used. To
obtain long-time relaxation, the time threshold is set at
3109 Monte Carlo steps. About 5000 runs are processe
each temperature, and the units of energy and tempera
are set as the value ofen .

The relaxation behavior is studied based on the resid
probability of denatured statesPd(t)5* t

` f (t8)dt8 @6,12#
where f (t) is the distribution of the first passage time~FPT!
t f for reaching the native state. At high temperature,
system relaxes in an exponential manner,Pd(t);e2kt with k
the folding rate, while at low temperature, the residual pro
ability Pd(t) has a nonexponential form, but its exact form
still under study. Intuitively, the nonexponential relaxatio

FIG. 1. The free energy landscapes at different temperaturesTf

marks the folding transition from disordered denatured state to
dered native state, andTk marks the kinetic transition from meta
stable denatured state to unstable denatured state.
©2002 The American Physical Society25-1
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shows a bend in ln(Pd) time t, which can be characterized b
the variation of its slope ln(Pd)/t. Quantitatively, a factora
5DA/A0 can be used to define the bend of the relaxat
Pd(t) againstt. Here the quantitiesDA andA0 are defined in
Fig. 2~a!. For an exponential decay, there is a saturation
ln(Pd)/t in short time, which corresponds toa50 @the solid
line in Fig. 2~a!#. Conversely, a nonexponential decay gen
ally has an increase in the slope ln(Pd)/t, which gives out a
nonzero DA and, thus,a @the dotted line in Fig. 2~a!#.
Clearly our description of the quantitya does not depend on
the exact forms of the nonexponential decays. Figure 2~b!
shows the bend factora temperature for three cases. Obv
ously, there is a transition ofa from about 0 at high tem-
perature to about 1 at low temperature. That is, a transi

FIG. 2. ~a! Time dependence of the slope ln@Pd(t)#/t. A0 defines
the minimum after initial fast drop andDA defines the difference
between long-time saturation and the minimumA0. ~b! Bend factor
a vs temperatureT, for three different chains.~c! Effective barrier
DE vs temperatureT. The solid line is a linear fit. PointA and point
B mark the beginning and the end of the transition region, andTk8
defines the transition.~d! and ~e! Histogram statistics of state
H(Q) alongQ for a chain withN548. ~f! The length dependenc
of transition temperature (N in logarithmic scale!. ~g! The correla-
tion betweenTk and Tk8 . The solid diamonds represent data f
different chains withN518, 27, 36, 48, 64, 80 withenn50. The
open diamonds are for the chainsN536 with differentenn50, 0.1,
0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, respectively.
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occurs for the kinetics of the system from an exponen
behavior to a nonexponential one, as also implied in R
@4,6,7# with various implementation. The transition temper
tureTk is defined as the median one in the curves. It is no
that there is still such a transition by fitting the data with t
stretched exponential form. However, the stretched expon
tial form is not good for all the data with different temper
tures, especially for those long-time relaxations at tempe
tures far belowTk . In addition, the mean first passage tim
i.e., ^t f&, follows the Arrhenius behavior of temperature d
pendence~data not shown! below Tk @17,18# though the re-
laxation becomes nonexponential@18#.

Actually, as shown in Fig. 1, the height of barrier d
creases as the temperature decreases. At high tempera
the effective barrierDE can be estimated from the foldin
time ^t f&5t0 exp(DE/T), wheret0 is selected practically as
the shortest folding time during all simulations. AboveTk ,
entropy-related property makes the barrierDE varies linearly
with respect to the temperature@see the points in Fig. 2~c!#.
The kinetics starts to become nonexponential when
height of the barrier equals to the temperature, i.e.,DE;T,
and, when the barrier diminishes, the transition may satur
Thus, a transition region can be estimated as the region
tween two intersections ofDE5DE(T) with the diagonal
line DE5T @Point A in Fig. 2~c!# and the horizontal line
DE50 @Point B in Fig. 2~c!#. The median value of the tem
perature of this region gives out a good evaluation of tran
tion temperatureTk8 @Fig. 2~c!#. The diminishing of the ap-
parent barriers implies the cease of stability of the denatu
state. As a result, this kinetic transition can be understood
a denatured native spinodal in protein system due to a sim
picture to the liquid-gas spinodal@19#. Below Tk , denatured
state cannot exist as a metastable phase such as superc
liquid. Moreover, the nonexponential kinetics directly relat
to the downhill feature of free energy landscape at low te
perature. To illustrate the spinodal behavior, two histogra
for states with different native similaritiesQ @20# are shown
@see Figs. 2~d!– 2~e!#. Above Tk , there is a small peak a
Q'0.2 for the denatured state, suggesting the existenc
the denatured state as a local minimum. BelowTk , the peak
disappears, implying the instability of the denatured state

The size dependence ofTk is also studied. All model
chains with different sizesN518,27,36,48,64,80 have th
similar transitions, andTk increases with the chain size loga
rithmically, Tk} ln N @see Fig. 2~f!#. This relationship is simi-
lar to the increase ofTmin in other works@21#, and may be
attributed to the increase of the energetic effect since la
proteins generally have larger energetic barriers. In addit
a good correlation between the evaluated valuesTk8 and the
simulated valuesTk of the transition temperatures clear
supports our understanding on the change of the landsc
@see Fig. 2~g!#.

Now, let us interpret the folding processes microsco
cally. The model chain moves in the state space from a r
dom coil state to the native state. A path can be depicted
a series of states and their links. The probability for the s
tem to follow such a path isPpath5) l inkPlink , with Plink
defining the probability of choosing a specific link@22,23#
5-2
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and a normalization(pathPpath51 for all paths. In the MC
simulations,Plink can be expressed asPMC /z, wherePMC is
the probability for a corresponding step andz equals the
number of all possible moves for all sites in the chain fro
present conformation to others in the conformational spa
Here z, related to the chain length, is generally similar f
different states. Note that the probabilities inPMC for uphill
steps with barrierse i.0 contribute largely toPlink , and
those to stay in a state have an effect to decreasez, resulting
in a small effective factorze f f,z @24#. Considering the sum
mation of all local barriersE5(e i and the folding timet f
along a path as main features of the folding proces
we have Plink;exp(2ei /T)/zef f , then (pathPpath
5 (path ) l ink (e2e i /T/ze f f) 5 (pathexp(2 E / T 2 t f ln zef f)
5(E,t f

n(E,t f)exp(2E/T2t f ln zef f)51, wheren(E,t f) de-

fines the density of paths~DOP! for certainE and t f . It is
assumed that the most probable path has a probab
Pm much larger than other paths, that is,Pm;n8(E,
t f)exp(2E/T2t f ln zef f)'1 with a DOPn8(E,t f). At high
temperatures, the paths with larger DOP take an impor
role in the folding. For this case, the DOP can be estima
as n8(E,t f);zt f resulted from the number of all possib
paths within t f steps of random walks withz kinds of
choices for each site in state space. Therefore, the most p
able path satisfiesPm;exp(2E/T1t f ln z8)'1 with z8
5z/ze f f.1, that is, one hasE/t f'T ln z8}T. Thus, there is a
linear correlation between the total barriersE andt f as veri-

FIG. 3. ~a! The distribution forE on folding timet f for different
paths of an N536 chain. ~b! Histogram statisticsH(k) of
k„5E/(t fT)….
04192
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fied in our simulations@see Fig. 3~a!#. Generally, the prob-
abilities of different pathsPpath decay with the increase o
folding time, Ppath;exp(2ktf). Here, the quantityk re-
sembles the effective rate of folding,k;E/(t fT). @Note that
a constantk05 ln zef f is omitted due to its independent o
paths.# At high temperatures, sincek5E/(t fT)5 ln z8 is a
constant, there is an exponential distribution of the FP
Thus, the system behaves exponentially. A histogram sta
tics on the ratek shows a sharp peak at high temperatu
@see Fig. 3~b!#, which reveals the existence of the homog
neity for various diffusive processes. All these show the
trinsic connection between the barrier and the entropy
system, supporting the view that the entropic contribution
folding barrier is important in high temperature regio
While at low temperatures, the paths with smallE are more
preferable. These paths depend on the details of the en
landscape, and there may be no explicit relation betweeE
and t f @see Fig. 3~a!#. The correlation betweenE and t f is
poor and different ratios ofE/t f may appear for various
paths, implying thatk is not a constant. As a result, differen
decay times appear, which leads to the nonexponential
havior. As shown in Fig. 3~b!, the distribution of the ratek
becomes broad, and its peak shifts to low value asT goes
below the transition. Thus, the broad distribution of the fo
ing rate suggests the inhomogeneity of the landscape s
different paths have distinct diffusion rates. Indeed, at h
temperature, proteins experience more and larger bar
than they do at low temperature. Yet, as the temperature l
ers down, the decrease of diffusion rate makes the fold
times longer. This relates to the argument for Fig. 1. The
fore, a homogeneous diffusion on the landscape at high t
peratures can be implied from the linear relation betweeE
andt f , whereas the diverse values ofE/t f indicate an inho-
mogeneous relaxation of proteins on the landscape at
temperatures. Such features, resulted from the homogen
and inhomogeneous free energy landscape, are the und
ing reasons for different kinetic behaviors.

At low temperatures, the native state of proteins occu
ing a large part of the population is also found, which sho
the rigidity of the folded proteins. Thus, the protein behav

FIG. 4. The calculated free energy~F! landscapes at differen
temperatures for a 27-mer chain with Go-̄type interaction. The en-
tropy for different Q are obtained by entropic sampling. The e
tropy of the native state~with Q51) is set as 0 due to its unique
ness. The similar behavior to Figs. 1~a!–1~d! can be clearly seen.
5-3
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as an ordered crystal rather than a polymorphic glassy liq
Moreover, in our simulations, the chain folds along differe
paths to the native state even forT!Tk , and few paths are
frozen in traps. Such a diffusive kinetics is also found
some other off-lattice simulations@12#. These suggest tha
the nonexponential behavior probably results not from
freezing in landscape, but from the downhill folding. Th
diffusive behavior may be relevant to the weak average
traction in Gōmodel that is similar to real proteins, esp
cially to the small single-domain proteins. The weak attr
tion prefers the spinodal to the glass transitions@19#.

It is well known that the energy landscape of a protein
of multidimensions, and also is abundant of local ene
minima @25,26#. For such a kind of complicated object, o

FIG. 5. ~a! The folding timeŝ t f& ~at ^Q&50.95) vs aZ-score-
like quantity Tf /Tk for different values ofenn50 to 0.3 ~from
bottom to top! for chains withN536. ~b! The folding time^t f& vs
frustrationenn . ~c! The transition temperatureTk vs frustrationenn .
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present knowledge only allows us to have a coarse-gra
view on its topological structure. As a kind of approach,
Fig. 4 we plot the free energy profiles with respect to theQ
coordinate from our simulations. Here, the quantityQ de-
fines the similarity of a contact mapC with native contact
map C(nat) as we used in Fig. 2~d! and Fig. 2~e! ~for the
definition, for example, see Ref.@1#!. From Fig. 4 we see tha
the free energy profiles really relate to our argument in F
1. As the temperatureT decreases, the main barrier disa
pears and the free energy profiles become downhill.
though the simplified reaction coordinateQ is used, the pro-
files shown in Fig. 4 characterize approximately the direct
of the folding processes. Previously, changes of landsca
for different temperatures are speculated to interpret the
periments@8,9#. Here our studies on the features of lan
scapes show the existence of these landscapes and may
vide a theoretical explanation for these experiments.

Now, let us discuss the foldability. For temperaturesT
with Tk,T,Tf , the apparent barriers make proteins fo
cooperatively, i.e., all molecules fold in short times. Thus
large interval betweenTf and Tk may benefit the folding
rates. To show this, the correlation between aZ-score-like
quantity Tf /Tk and the folding timê t f& is studied for 36-
monomer chains with different interaction strengths of no
native bonds,enn , which introduces some kind of energet
frustrations.Tf is identified as the temperature with large
variation of Q. From Fig. 5 one can see that large value
Tf /Tk has fast folding, and large frustration induces slo
folding and lowTk . Generally, the non-native contacts e
large the denatured state ensemble, and it needs lower
perature to destabilize these denatured states by decre
the entropic contribution. Our results agree to such a gen
physical comprehension. It is also worthy to note that a sc
ing near the transitionTK , ua2acu;uT2Tkus, with s
'0.560.2 is approximately obtained, which indicates
phase-transition-like feature. This scaling behavior is sho
in Fig. 6, but not all points fall in the scaling line.

Finally, as a remark, our studies propose an idea for
ploring the change of the landscape based on the kinetic
in the high temperature region@as in Fig. 2~c!#. That is to
say, for protein systems, the knowledge obtained in the h
temperature region may be helpful to find some informat

FIG. 6. The scaling relation ofa vs the temperatureT near the
transitionTK for the 36-mer chain withenn50.
5-4
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of the kinetics at low temperatures. The kinetic transiti
would be one such application. Of course, our prediction
the kinetics transition could be tested by further experime

In conclusion, we characterize the kinetic transition fro
exponential relaxations to nonexponential ones. This kind
transition occurs at the disappearance of the entropic ba
as temperature decreases, which resembles a denature
tive spinodal, rather than a kinetic glass transition. The sp
odal picture may be more suitable for understanding the
netic transition for optimal proteins. We note that a simi
nu

d

ys

ct

c

c
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behavior has also been found in the off-lattice model of p
teins; we will report on this elsewhere. Additionally, we fin
the stretched exponential fitting only for short chains, e
N536, with the stretched exponentb'0.5.
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